Amadeus in a few words

- We are the leading technology company dedicated to the global travel industry
- We are present in 190+ countries
- We employ more than 16,000 people worldwide
- 60+ Languages spoken
- 150+ Nationalities

One of the world’s leading software companies

1.5 billion Passengers boarded in 2022 with Amadeus and Navitaire solutions

400 million Total bookings processed in 2022 using the Amadeus distribution platform

11th Sustainability Index consecutive year included in the DJSI
Recognized as world leader in the Software & Services industry sector in
Better travel means caring for the world around us
We now live in a time of both challenge and awareness.
Why sustainable action now?
5 Key insights into environmental sustainability & travel

1. 8% of global CO2 emissions come from travel *

2. Travel will be affected by environmental and social threats

3. Governmental decisions for sustainable travel are increasing

4. Travel industry bodies (e.g. IATA, WTTC) made sustainability commitments

5. Sustainability requires a joint effort of all industry players

*Source: Our World in Data
5 key insights into changing traveler sentiments

1. 76% of travelers want to travel more sustainably within the next 12 months*

2. 92% of corporations see sustainability as a priority for their organization**

3. 74% travelers want access to more sustainable travel options*

4. 43% would be willing to pay more for sustainable travel options*

5. Only 14% act on sustainability intentions*** ("say-do-gap")

*Source: Booking.com, Sustainable Travel Report 2023
**Source: GBTA 2023
***Source: McKinsey 2022
Sustainability is at the core of Amadeus

We make the experience of travel better for everyone, everywhere by inspiring innovation, partnerships and responsibility to people, places and planet.

This is a call to be a sustainable company.
Travel Sellers......
Your biggest impact is through travelers
Travelers expect support from Travel Sellers

70% feel overwhelmed by trying to become a more sustainable traveler*

78% are seeking sustainable travel information from travel sellers*

Source: Expedia, Sustainable Travel Study 2022
Travel Sellers have an impact in 3 key areas

Environmental Sustainability for Travel Sellers

Inform
Reduce
Compensate
Environmental benefits of our existing solutions

Amadeus Airport Sequence Manager
Helps to reduce the amount of time aircraft spent on the runway.
- Fuel savings
- Noise reduction
- CO2 reduction
- Local pollution reduction

Amadeus Altéa Departure Control Flight Management
Accurate estimations of aircraft weight permit more precise calculation of fuel need.
- Fuel savings
- CO2 reduction

Amadeus Schedule Recovery
By reducing operational disruption response times, airlines can make swift and profitable decisions to swap aircrafts or to reassign landing slots.
- Fuel savings
- CO2 reduction

Amadeus Airport Common Use Service
Helps to reduce the need for local IT equipment and energy costs by leveraging cloud technology.
- Reduces energy consumption
Thank you